
Sentence games

These are different games that you can do 

to practise sentence writing.

They will help with:

• Punctation

• Sentence structure

• Vocabulary

• Creativity

Remember, always re-read your sentences 

to check for sense and correct punctuation!



Random

Write a sentence using a random 

word picked from a book!



Animals

Pick an animal and write a sentence 

about it!



Join

Pick a word from each group and use them to 

make a sentence.

tall    hard  spiky       dark  long  

fast      noisy         short       slow        

big  sparkly     funny    gentle     kind    little

man     clown       road       hair       bell    

leg       ring         hat          tree       cat         

giant         rock      hedgehog   glasses     key



Improve

Add words to improve a sentence. Think about 

words that can make the sentence more exciting, 

scary, funny etc. 

e.g. The man walked down the road 

The tall, thin man walked slowly down the long, 

dark road.

The happy, friendly man walked quickly down 

the straight, grey road.



Sentence Doctor

Read through these sentences, spot what is wrong 

and make them better!

the children whent to the park to play On the. 

swings

i lik going to the beach to maik sandcastles and

To swim in the see.

“Stop!” shoutet the man to the gurl. “You need to 

cross the road over their!”

Ask someone to write other sentences that need making better!



Drop in

Drop in a word into a sentence to change it.

Try putting different words in different places 

to see how many ways you can change each 

sentence. Then make up your own!

There were clouds in the sky.

The dog ran in the garden.

The giant ate his dinner.

At night the moon shone.



Picture

Look at the picture and write as many words as 

you can to do with it.



Picture

Look at the picture and write as many words as 

you can to do with it.



Picture

Look at the picture and write as many words as 

you can to do with it.



Picture

Look at the picture and write as many words as 

you can to do with it.



Speech bubbles

Watch a video with no sound. Write down what 

the character might be saying.



Write as many things as possible 

that...

...can't fit in a box

...that are behind a door

...that are under the bed

...in a forest

...you can sit on

...are smaller than your hand

...roar!

...are green

What other ideas can you come up with?


